Teachers don’t exactly keep banker’s hours. With the constant pressure to improve your lesson plans, there’s not always time to research the textbooks you’d like to use for class. That’s where Faculty Center comes in. Faculty Center Network takes the pain out of textbook adoption and frees you to do other things – like, enjoy your free time for a change.

Changing Textbook Adoptions Forever
Designed to help you make informed decisions about your textbook adoptions, Faculty Center Network is the one-stop, online resource for all of your textbook adoption needs. With nearly 500,000 titles, you’ll find a robust bibliographic database of adoptable textbook titles.

How it works
When you log on to the site, you’ll receive a free, exclusive ID and password. After you register, you can research books through a series of advanced search features: author’s last name (any author listed for the textbook), keyword in the title, ISBN or general keyword. Or, simply browse by subject.

Book information includes
Book information includes: Information on supplements for students and faculty; Book summaries; Tables of content; Author biographies; How to request a review copy from the publisher; Links to the publisher’s web site, The book’s ranking by popularity within its subject, and How popular a book is in each of the Carnegie classifications.

Finding The Right Textbook Shouldn’t Be A Full-Time Job.

Adoption Information
In addition to bibliographic information, you can review the title’s subject ranking and adoption information. A title’s subject ranking indicates its level of demand within a specific subject area based on national adoption data.

Created to drastically reduce the amount of time you spend compiling your booklist, the FCNotebook allows you to keep a separate list of titles you’re interested in without having to search for them every semester.

From the FCNotebook, you can create an adoptions list, and either print it or email it to the bookstore. Once an adoptions list is generated, you simply enter the course, section and enrollment for each title. FCN remembers your course data, so you only need to enter it once. Plus, you can create an organized list of titles for requesting desk copies.

From the list of titles and their notebook description, you can create a list of printable publisher contacts, including their telephone number, email address and website.

Stop Loathing Textbook Adoption Time. Visit Faculty Center Network today. www.facultycenter.net
Sources.

- Search or browse a database of over 500,000 titles.
- Research and review textbooks for adoption consideration.
- Obtain publisher contact information.
- See how popular a title is and where it’s used.
- Generate an adoptions list to return to the bookstore.
- Locate desk copy request information by title.